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To whom it may concern,
Per your last correspondence with us, we need to show that we are currently and have been using the
MC Vests (space between the C and V) since our filing date of October 2016. This has been being used
on our site in various places and I will attach screen capture shots from our site for verification. The
attached file shows the MC Vests with the space and it shows that we are known for the name
pronounced MC Vests. Our MC Vests has been liked by Facebook users, over 8,000 times. Further, if
you google MC Vests it will come up in the search as MC Vests as that is the way it has been marketed as
well. We had originally thought to use it this way but for aesthetic reasons we removed the space on
the label. When McDonalds agreed to not oppose us if we put the space in the name we were 100%
okay with that. Additionally, when we speak with customers or answer the phone we always say MC
Vests. NOT macvests.

I hope that this letter and the attached files confirms that we are and have been using the MC Vests,
with the space between C and V.

Kind regards,

Daniel Shane Barnette
914-953-8401

Our Website using ͞MC Vests͟ and showing the 8000 facebook likes :

Search Results on Google for ͞MC Vests͟ :

